1997 honda accord distributor

For more information go to They use a polished steel shaft with a QPQ coating to reduce fricti
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Questions, Answers. A1 Cardone Distributor Manufacturer MSD Distributor Manufacturer
Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts th Replacement Distributor. Nov 13, Awesome price and great quality.
Tamara Medlock. Purchased on Oct 23, Nov 11, Unbelievable low price for a complete
distributor. It fixed my cam sensor check engine light. Brien Brien. Purchased on Jun 15, May
14, Gr8 product an fast shipping thanks again!! Amanda Ramsey. Purchased on Apr 30, Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. The Ignition System The ignition coil contains both the
primary and secondary winding circuits. The coil primary winding contains to turns of heavy
copper wire. The turns of this wire must be insulated from each other or they would short out
and not create the primary magnetic field that is required. What is a Distributor? Then the spark
plug fires, igniting. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. I am hearing electrical sparking sound when I
turn ignition switch to start position. The car starts only after several attempts. Car was
stationary. The car dies while driving, sometimes in motion, sometimes stopped in traffic. The
mechanic said it is the ignition switch. This was the subject of a recall previously in I can't tell if
my car was listed or repaired then. Honda dealership replaced ignition switch. The original
ignition switch was replaced in the recall. The replacement switch was replaced in after
exhibiting the same symptoms that led to the original recall: silent stall. The faulty switch led to
a stall at a stop light and when the light turned green I was rear ended as I was attempting to
restart the car. I had to reach out to Honda asking them to verify the problem and replace at no
charge. The contact owns a Honda Accord. The contact stated that the seat belt failed to latch in
place without warning. In addition, the contact stated that the ignition key disengaged while in
the on position. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified
of the failure. The failure mileage was unknown. Tl- the contact owns a Honda Accord. The
contact stated that the vehicle stalled several times while on a highway and a major roadway
intermittently. The contact was not included in NHTSA campaign id numberv electrical system
and 98v electrical system. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer who diagnosed that the
o-ring needed to be replaced along with a repair to an oil leak before the vehicle could be
diagnosed to determine the failure. The failure was getting progressively worse. The vehicle
was taken to an independent mechanic who stated that the ignition switch needed to be
replaced. The contact was waiting for approval from the manufacturer to authorized the dealer
to diagnose the vehicle. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure and provided no remedy. The approximate failure mileage was , My car engine some
times used to suddenly shut off and stop abruptly, while slowing or braking. At times, it will
start right away after cranking the ignition switch, but, some times, required several tries.
Abrupt stopping caused extremely dangerous situation, as the drivers behind had to make very
hard stops and narrowly missed hitting rear end of my Honda. Since the problem was occurring
intermittently, it was very difficult to diagnose and took almost one year. First my mechanic
thought it was caused by defective idling speed control relay, then due to bad ignition related
relay, which was replaced, but the fault persisted and stalling became more frequent. Actually,
the defect was due to worn or defective ignition switch, which use to shut the engine off while
slowing or braking. After replacing the ignition switch approximately one year ago, car has
never stalled. On my way home on I my car lost all power and was hard to steer and brakes did
not work. I was able to coast to a stop in the emergency lane. I had the car towed to a local
mechanic who informed me that it was a bad ignition switch. I took the car to the Honda
dealership and the part was under recall. The Honda tech called me yesterday and tried to tell
me that the problem was in the fuse box. My mechanic already knew it was the switch and
Honda told me the same thing when I dropped the car off. Im not sure if they were trying to
upsell me or deny responsibility. My Honda Accord would occasionally not start. Then while
driving, the engine will quietly shutoff without stalling or misfiring. Now car will shut off after
starting when ignition switch goes back to "run' or "on" position. Fiance' and her daughter were
driving this vehicle when the engine just "died", no power, no warning light illuminations, etc. I

contacted Honda and was basically blown off. Consequences could be fatal if this fault
occurred in an intersection, while passing another vehicle, etc. I did not save the part
unfortunately, not thinking of notifying you until too late. It would be great if others suffering
from this obvious fault could be reimbursed or prevented from having to deal with this issue.
The contact stated that the ignition on the vehicle would not lock. He had to turn it completely
off in order for the key to come out of the ignition without being in park. The failure made it
possible for the vehicle roll away and potentially cause a crash to occur. Honda stated that they
could offer no assistance and the repairs would be at the owners expense. The current and
failure mileages were approximately , Engine stalls without warning, increasing the risk of a
crash. Occurs unexpected and with out any warning. Instance occurs at all speeds and leaves
driver in possible deadly situation. Failure corrected on similar Honda vehicles on recall 02v
ignition switch but not all models included as in my VIN. In , the vehicle was repaired According
to a recall for the ignition switch. While driving 25 mph, the ignition switch failed again and the
vehicle lost power. The failure also occurs at various speeds. The vehicle is currently at the
dealer for repairs. The current mileage was , and failure mileage was , While driving 50 mph or
greater, the vehicle shut off. The contact pulled over and restarted the vehicle. The vehicle was
taken to the dealer and they stated that the pgmfi relay was the cause of failure. The vehicle has
not been repaired under NHTSA campaign id number 02v electrical system:ignition:switch. I
have a Honda Accord. I have been having serious problems with the car turning off while I am
driving. It looks as if the problem should have been covered in NHTSA campaign id number 02v
but was not. I consulted the Honda dealer and they said that my car was not covered by this
recall and therefore I must pay for the repairs to the ignition switch. With a possible one million
cars recalled, it seems as if they have missed some. I have also found other people with the
same problem and feel that it needs to be addressed. Thanks for your help. The ignition switch
had already been replaced twice. The vehicle was taken to the dealership who performed
diagnostic testing and determined the ignition switch was bad again. The dealership replaced
the ignition switch again. The dealer installed an improved ignition switch but that one failed as
well. The consumer had the ignition switch replaced on a recall number 99i on January The
same problem started again in June. Vehicle stalled while driving on the highway at 65 mph. The
consumer was almost struck by another vehicle. The dealer was contacted, and they stated that
the parts had already been replaced twice, and there has to be something else wrong.
Consumer was able to take the key out of the ignition switch without the vehicle being in park.
Dealership was notified, but did not resolve the problem. A couple of months back I read about
a recall on various Honda and Acura vehicles with regard to an ignition switch problem in
consumer reports. The recall affected some 19'97 models, but and newer Accords. I own a '97
Accord that is experiencing the same problem. I contacted a local dealer and after almost 3
weeks of aggravating phone calls redirecting me to everyone from the corporate office to the
janitor, I was denied inclusion in the recall. Some of the excuses were that my vehicle has too
many miles on it to be included, that I don't maintain a service relationship with any particular
dealer, and that it may just be my key has worn out both of them at the same time? I was
wondering if it is customary to make such arbitrary decisions when determining inclusion in a
safety recall. All those factors listed do not change the fact that my car can roll away after I
remove my key. Recall 02v concerning ignition switch failure. Vehicle was repaired under this
recall last year. However, the stalling problem recurred. Dealer informed consumer that the
repairs were done, and he was not obligated to repair it again. Per consumer, after the
dealership superior Honda; orangeburg SC; , had the vehicle for over a week the recall for the
igntion switch 02 v was not done. Not enough parts available. Please provide any further
information. Consumer received recall notice 02v for ignition switch. Technician left live wires
hanging from underneath dashboard. Consumer states that Honda manufacturer is refusing to
do any recall on vehicle cause vehicle was made in canada, and the Honda canada is refusing to
do any recall on vehcile cause vehicle is no longer in canada. Also per Honda USA vehicle is
registered in canada. Dealership is refusing to remove alarm system to do recall o2v repairs on
ignition system. Consumer states that delaer is charging for the disconnecting of an alarm in
order to correct recall. Consumer took vehicle to dealer for recall 02v ignition switch repairs.
Dealer advised consumer that she would have to wait until car has miles before they would do
repairs. No parts available recall 02vignition switch. Honda auto drive santa ana, CA Prior to the
recall the ignition switch failed causing the engine to completely stop. Consumer states vehicle
was not apart of recall but has a problem concerning the ignition switch the consumer stated
the key would come out of the ignition, when the vehicle was in drive or neutral. On one
occasion the vehicle slightly rolled in the parking lot at work and hit another vehicle. There was
not much of an incline, so neither vehicle was damaged. The dealer replaced a faulty ignition
lock cylinder. Consumer received a recall notice on faulty ignition switch. Consumer contacted

the dealer to schedule an appointment to have the recall service done, but the dealer told him
that he will be charged for the labor because his vehicle had an aftermarket alarm system. Nhtsa
recall 02v concerning ignition switch failure. Gwinnette place Honda, GA; parts are on back
order, and dealership doesn't know when parts are coming in. Dealership told consumer to go
try another location, with lack of concern for referrals. Please describe details. Dealership is
refusing to do recall 02v repairs concerning ignition switch. Erratic performance is accurring in
this vehicle with lights coming on without switch being on. Also, owner notices other failures.
He was told that vehicle was not part of the recall 02v concerning ignition switch. Ignition lock
sticks continually, unable to turn key on several occasions. Car Problems. Ignition Switch
problem 1. Ignition Switch problem 2. Ignition Switch problem 3. Ignition Switch problem 4.
Ignition Switch problem 5. Ignition Switch problem 6. Ignition Switch problem 7. Ignition Switch
problem 8. Ignition Switch problem 9. Ignition Switch problem Other Electrical System related
problems of the Honda Accord. Ignition Switch problems Ignition problems. Electrical System
problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Wiring problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems.
Battery Dead problems. Ignition Module problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Ignition Coils
Failure problems. Dash Wiring problems. Horn Assembly problems. This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. Package Included:. We only accept payment through
PayPal. Any question, please contact us by email on working days. If you are satisfied with the
product you received, please leave us positive feedback and 5 scores DSR. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Seller information landmonstershop Contact seller. Visit store. See other
items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Ontario, California, United
States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Fits Honda 2. Report item opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy
and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request.
Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not
available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle
s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended.
Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by landmonstershop.
Ignition distributor for Honda Prelude Accord L4 2. Local pick up is not available. All of our
brand new items come with a Days money-back guarantee. USD Ignition Distributor for Suzuki
Geo Chevy 1. Ignition Distributor for SX L4 1. Distributor for Honda Accord 2. All rights
reserved. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location.
Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States.
No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There
are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country.
Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment
details. Payment methods. Seller's payment instructions We only warranty cost of parts. Back
to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items
available. We offer a full selection of genuine Honda Distributors, engineered specifically to

restore factory performance. Please narrow the Ignition Distributor results by selecting the
vehicle. About Honda Distributor Distributor plays an important role in the ignition system of an
internal combustion engine. The function of the distributor is to route high voltage form the
ignition coil to the cylinders in the correct firing order. The distributor unit is made of a metal
bowl, and the bowl contains a central shaft that is driven by the camshaft. So when you suffer
from engine misfire, or you fail to start your Honda, or you hear some noise from the engine, or
the Check Engine Light is on, it is the time to check and change your distributor. Do wait until it
is too late. A failing distributor does damage to your engine. Since you are the God to us, and
we do care about you and your Honda. We offer you the best service, including Honda genuine
OEM distributor, quick delivery and dedicate attitude. Featured Honda Distributor. Our
Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. This tutorial will show you how to test
the ignition system on the 2. You'll be able to test and find out if the following are good or bad:
ignition coil, igniter ignition control module , spark plug wires hight tension wires , distributor
cap, and distributor rotor. All of the test steps are explained in detail and in plain English so that
you can get to the bottom of the ignition system problem! NOTE: This tutorial only covers the
ignition system with the ignition coil inside the distributor. Ignition system malfunctions usually
cause one of two types of problems. You'll see one of the following:. To be a bit more specific,
it's usually when the igniter ignition control module fails or the ignition coil fails that the engine
will 'crank but not start'. A bad distributor cap and distributor rotor can also cause the engine to
not start when they fail. But for the most part, they are more likely to cause a misfire problem.
When the ignition system is causing a misfire problem, you'll see one or more of the following
misfire trouble codes lighting up the check engine light:. And lest I forget, a scan tool is not
necessary to diagnose and test the Honda distributor type ignition system. All of the testing that
you'll be doing will be done without an automotive diagnostic scanner. In a nutshell and when
the ignition system, on your 2. Since you'll be working around a cranking engine this section
can be summed up with the following: use common sense and take all necessary safety
precautions. P -What Does It Mean? This material may not be reproduced without the author's
consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases
from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in
bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle.
Ignition System Tests 2. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4. Contents of this tutorial:. All Tutorials:
Honda 2. Applies To:. Honda Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the
site! Hate Spam. The Distributor I ordered was a really good price, on top of that it came in less
than a week and there were NO shipping charges! I still have not received my refund from the
wrong part that was sent out first. The website was confusing and the part shown did not fit the
Honda EX. I put this good part in and all is well. Bolted it in and hooked it up. Works great. The
only hitch was I got the wrong part at first, but it all worked out fine. Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: Alternator Bearing. Alternator Brush Assembly. Alternator Brush Set.
Clutch Starter Safety Switch. Computer Chip Programmer. Computer Control Relay. Crank
Position Sensor. Distributor Cap. Distributor Cap Gasket. Distributor Gasket. Distributor
Housing. Distributor Housing Seal. Distributor Housing Seal Kit. Distributor O-Ring. Distributor
Rotor. Distributor Seal. Electronic Control Unit. Engine Crankshaft Position Sensor Connector.
Engine Oil Pressure Sensor. Generator Drive End Bearing. Ignition Coil. Ignition Coil Wire.
Ignition Control Unit. Intake Manifold Temperature Sensor. Oil Temperature Switch. Pickup Coil.
Reference Sensor. Spark Plug. Spark Plug Non-Fouler. Spark Plug Set. Spark Plug Wire Set.
Speedometer Impulse Sender. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Solenoid.
Vapor Canister Vent Valve. Variable Timing Solenoid. Voltage Regulator. Air Intake. Body
Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine
Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. A1 Cardone. DIY Solutions.
Spectra Premium. WAI Global. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Ignition Distributor. Click to
Enlarge. Product Remark: 2. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. SKP Ignition Distributor.
API Ignition Distributor. A1 Cardone Ignition Distributor. Product List Price:. M performance.
Core Price [? Notes: Remanufactured - TEC TDU The coil used with this distributor is externally
mounted and is not included as part of the distributor; please order separately if needed.
Detailed Notes: The distributor cap and rotor are serviced separatly fr
gmc acadia ambient lighting
2004 acura mdx firing order
2010 jeep grand cherokee 37 firing order
om this remanufactured distributor assembly. Spectra Premium Ignition Distributor. Automated
test equipment verifies signal strength, correct polarity of wire harness, air gap, crank reluctor
tooth size, as well as ignition coil and pickup performance. RPT uses the correct gear hardness

for the appropria. Notes: This distributor assembly includes cap, rotor, and igniter. Notes: TEC
TDU The coil used with this distributor is externally mounted and is not included as part of the
distributor; please order separately if needed. Notes: Distributor -- 2. TPI Ignition Distributor.
Replacement February 14th, Posted by Good product. Richporter Technology W March 19th,
Posted by Great Value. February 3rd, Posted by Hondalovingcouple. A1 Cardone November
10th, Posted by the right part worked fine. December 24th, Posted by Part for me. November 6th,
Posted by Worked great once I got the right part. Catalog: E. Catalog: S. Vehicle Engine Honda
Accord. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: A. Catalog: B.

